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Summary 

Shares of Gores Holdings, a SPAC merging with Hostess Brands, is 
inexpensive relative to peers, despite faster growth, higher margins and 
better free cash flow conversion. 

Importantly, aggregate trading volume, and a stock price well above 
redemption value, strongly suggest the successful closure of the merger 
transaction. 

Hostess is exceptionally positioned. Following its bankruptcy exit, it no 
longer has legacy pension liabilities, has downsized its manufacturing 
footprint, carries industry leading EBITDA margins, and possesses white 
space for growth. 

Black-Scholes, implies warrants should be trading 40-60% higher based on 
Gores' current price. If Gores trades to $14-20, we believe warrants will 
trade at $2.50-5.00, 150-400% above current prices. 
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We suspect the warrant discount versus underlying common shares will 
close shortly. The near certainty of deal closure and 5+ year warrant term, 
limits potential for permanent capital loss. 

"The die is cast." 

- Julius Caesar 

"There are three things in the world that will survive a nuclear explosion: 
Twinkies, cockroaches and Dean Ambroses." 

- Dean Ambrose, Current WWE World Champion 

When we have the opportunity to buy an iconic brand at a discount to peers, 
for reasons that we believe are likely to prove temporary, we take a look. 
When this brand trades materially below peers, despite industry-high 
EBITDA margins and free cash flow conversion, and enjoys above average 
growth, we get more excited. If this company has plenty of white space for 
future organic growth (i.e. more SKUs, geographic expansion), a 
management/ownership team with an exceptional track record, and 
participates in a consolidating industry in which it could ultimately be 
acquired for a substantial premium to its current price, we start doing a lot 
of work. 

We think Gores Holdings' (NASDAQ:GRSH) pending merger with Hostess 
epitomizes what we describe above. GRSH is a SPAC sponsored by the Gores 
Group, a 28-year-old private equity investment firm with an outstanding 
track record. Gores Holdings is merging with Hostess which is currently 
owned by Apollo Global Management ($170 billion value-oriented private 
equity fund) and C. Dean Metropoulos (an investment firm focused on 
turning, reviving, and reimagining food and beverage, and consumer 
brands). We will discuss the ownership at greater length below, but it's 
notable that Apollo and Metropoulos will continue to own 42% of the 
company, with Metropoulos rolling $50 million into shares rather than taking 
a greater cash payout. 
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Hostess has 30%+ EBITDA margins, is growing double digits (11% in 2016), 
should have 85% free cash flow conversion by year-end 2017, has 
significant room for growth, and trades at 10.9x 2016 EV/EBITDA, versus a 
group at 13x+ and comps like The Hershey Company (NYSE:HSY) trading at 
18.8x and Mondelez (NASDAQ:MDLZ) at 18.4x. WhiteWave Foods 
(NYSE:WWAV), perhaps perceived as higher value organic/healthy, is being 
acquired by Danone (OTCQX:DANOY) at 20x EV/EBITDA (and, according to 
CSFB, even assuming synergies, still is being valued at 16x EV/EBITDA). In 
its most recent quarter, WhiteWave grew revenue 7% y/y excluding 
acquisitions, below the pace of Hostess, and had EBITDA margins over 
1500bps below those of Hostess. Snack foods are hot, and Hostess trades at 
a substantial discount. At a 13x 2016 EV/EBITDA multiple, shares would be 
$14, and at 17x they'd be $20 - we think the implied 30-80% upside is 
realistic. 

Of course, all of the above is moot if the SPAC merger with Hostess isn't 
approved by two-thirds of shareholders when the vote is held in late 
September or early October. For reasons we explain at length below, "the 
die is cast," the closing of the transaction is essentially a done deal. 

The above being said, we typically don't pay 11x EV/EBITDA, even for an 
iconic brand that is relatively, significantly, underpriced. It's not our style - 
we prefer low-to-mid single-digit EBITDA multiples and 10%+ free cash flow 
yields. However, we are confident that others will pay up and Hostess 
Brands has substantial upside. 

We believe the value way to play GRSH/Hostess is by owning GRSH warrants 
(GRSHW). Based on Black-Scholes, the warrants should be trading at 
$1.40-1.60 versus Friday's close of $0.99, with the stock at its 
current price of $10.80. As we explain below, there are somewhat 
arbitrary, short-term factors weighing on the price of the warrant, but there 
is no good reason they won't move to fair value. In other words, if GRSH 
merely trades flat, GRSH warrants should increase by 40-60% in 
coming months. We believe that growth-inclined consumer/foods investors 
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will be the natural shareholders for Hostess and take shares higher. If the 
underlying stock increases to $14-20, warrants should increase to 
$2.50-5.00, an increase of 150-400%. 
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1. Why this opportunity exists? 

As with any investment, we ask ourselves: why does this opportunity exist? 
What is it that we believe we know, that our counterparty does not? 
Sometimes it could simply be that we have a long time horizon, where our 
counterparty requires immediate returns, or other types of forced selling 



(i.e. of a spin that doesn't meet a fund's market cap requirements, or a fund 
liquidation). It could be that a company is too small or illiquid for many 
institutions to find it investable - a reason we often gravitate to small 
companies. 

In the case of Gores/Hostess, upon deal completion, the stock will have a 
market cap in excess of $1.4b, an enterprise value in excess of $2.3b, and it 
is already trading over 2 million shares daily. 

We believe the reasons that Gores/Hostess is trading at a discount is that: 

• It's a SPAC, and many people we speak with, refuse to even look at SPACs. 

• There is inventory of stock and warrants held by SPAC investors who have 
no interest in being long-term investors and are selling at arbitrary (read: 
prices not based on fundamentals) prices. They have been the sellers over 
the past month. When their inventory is cleaned up, the stock and warrants 
should move to fair value (more on this topic below). 

• There is a lack of awareness of this story. No research coverage yet - there 
should be plenty. (In fact, as of last week, Seeking Alpha did not have GRSH 
in its database and just added it at our request). 

• Hostess has been bankrupt twice in the last 12 years. Investors are 
concerned about doing the work and/or investing in this seemingly cyclical 
business tied to consumer diets. With 4.5x net debt/2016 estimated EBITDA, 
it would seem like a similar scenario is plausible. 

As we describe below, none of the above concerns us. In fact, to the 
contrary, it gives us additional confidence the stock and warrants will trade 
higher, particularly after the transaction closes. Our bigger issue, and this is 
more specific to us, is that we don't like paying 11x EV/EBITDA, but we're 
comfortable with the warrants having substantial upside with little needing 
to go right. 

1a. It's a SPAC, but unlike most others 



We have written about, and invested in several SPACs. The reason we look 
at SPACs after they've identified an acquisition candidate is because so many 
of our colleagues stay away. There's good reason for staying away, because 
SPACs post transaction, on average, meaningfully underperform. 

 
Source: spacanalytics.com 

As can be seen in the above table, SPACs that have completed an acquisition 
performed almost 2000bps worse annually than the Russell 2000. There are, 
however, both winners and losers. 

Despite the performance, SPACs continue to get raised because they offer 
the closest thing to a free lunch for day 1 SPAC investors. Day 1 SPAC 
investors receive a unit (typically for $10) which is comprised of a share of 
stock (redeemable for $10) and a warrant (or half warrant) which is freely 
tradable. Occasionally, there is also a freely tradable right attached. For a 
risk-averse (keep risk aversion in mind for later), multi-strat fund with a low 
cost of capital, this is very attractive. Their mandate is NOT to own the SPAC 
post acquisition, it's to get their full $10 or more, and to sell their warrants 
and rights. This is no loss other than opportunity cost. 

Whether you look at the top institutional shareholders of Gores, Capitol 
Acquisition Corp III (CLAC) Hydra Industries Acquisition Corp (HYDR) or 
others, the same funds will appear again and again (note that both Gores 

http://spacanalytics.com/
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and HYDR announced transactions in July, so 6/30 largely reflects day 1/pre-
transaction SPAC investors). 

Gores top shareholders 

 

Source: nasdaq.com/symbol/grsh/institutional-holdings 

Capitol Acquisition Corp III top shareholders 

http://nasdaq.com/symbol/grsh/institutional-holdings


 

Source: nasdaq.com/symbol/clac/institutional-holdings 

Hydra Industries Acquisition Corp top shareholders 

http://nasdaq.com/symbol/clac/institutional-holdings


 

Source: www.nasdaq.com/symbol/hdra/institutional... 

As one can see, the shareholder overlap is substantial. 

Notably, if you look at the top holders of some of the SPACs completed in 
the last 12-24 months - AgroFresh (NASDAQ:AGFS), Blue Bird 
(NASDAQ:BLBD), Del Taco (NASDAQ:TACO), and Lindblad (NASDAQ:LIND) - 
virtually none of the pre-transaction shareholders (besides sponsors) still 
remain shareholders. 

We've been tracking two SPACs which have announced pending transactions 
that have shares trading below $10: Hennessy Capital Acquisition Corp II 
(NASDAQ:HCAC), and Hydra. Both look like appealing transactions: 
Hennessy's first SPAC, which became Blue Bird, has been very successful, 
and the implied multiple for its current merger partner USI appears quite 
attractive in a sector that's seen multiples expand meaningfully since the 
deal was announced. Hydra's CEO Lorne Weil, as CEO of Scientific Games 

http://www.nasdaq.com/symbol/hdra/institutional-holdings
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(NASDAQ:SGMS) grew the company from $48 million in revenue to in 
excess of $1.7 billion. Hydra is now looking to merge with Inspired Games, a 
leading, legal, digital gaming company, at just 6.5x 2017 EV/EBITDA, with 
96% recurring revenue. Both Hennessy, with his extensive background in 
industrials, and Hydra/Weil, with his background in legal gaming, would 
seem ideally suited for their merger partners. Yet, investors are not paying 
up. Anyone who wants to redeem can redeem for $10 - so with the stocks 
trading below $10, and the lack of trading volume, it appears that shares 
haven't changed hands to investors that want to own this for the long haul. 

In many cases terms are often changed or the SPAC sponsor gives up some 
of their economics to ensure that the transaction closes. For example, famed 
investor Wilbur Ross negotiated a transaction with First Pacific Advisors in 
which First Pacific invested $182.6 million for 18.26 million shares (which 
would then be purchased in pre-arranged blocks from day 1 SPAC holders) 
and also received 3.9 million shares from WL Ross Sponsor LLC, effectively 
lowering First Pacific's price to $8.24 per share. 

The point of this very long prelude is: SPACs are not popular and they are 
not easy. Sponsors with successful track records in industries that they know 
well don't have an easy time. Successful billionaire investors sometimes 
have to cut deals to get a SPAC transaction completed. 

Gores/Hostess is a very atypical SPAC. From the moment this deal was 
announced, it was well received. It immediately traded above $10 (the 
amount for which shares could be redeemed) and has remained above that 
level. If one is buying above $10, it's because one wants to own shares. The 
investor public voted, voted immediately, and in volume - "yes, we like this 
deal." We expect no deal concessions from the sponsor. We believe there 
will be no trouble getting adequate votes to get GRSH/Hostess over the 
finish line. 

GRSH Stock Chart July 1, 2016 - August 12, 2016 

https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/SGMS
http://prn.to/2bhX24K


 

Source: Morningstar.com 

1b. Lack of investor awareness 

We believe that many institutional investors are unaware of the pending 
GRSH/Hostess merger. While almost 26 million shares of GRSH have traded 
since the deal was announced on July 5th (and it was only on July 5th that a 
small quantity traded below $10), we believe many institutions have yet to 
do work on the stock. Admittedly this is somewhat of an anecdotal survey on 
our part, based on conversations with multiple institutional investors who 
were unaware of the transaction until we told them about it. 

One important difference between GRSH/Hostess and other SPACs is that we 
suspect the company will rapidly receive an abundance of research 
coverage. Besides its lead financier, Deutsche, we'd expect many other sell-
side firms to launch coverage because 1) Hostess is an iconic brand and 



household name - it doesn't require a lot of teaching, 2) it easily fits into a 
well-defined industry sector, 3) its market cap and trading volume merit 
coverage, 4) it may participate in M&A, and bankers tend to have an easier 
time calling on a company that their research covers, 5) it will make clients 
money. If you can get past its going public via SPAC, it's actually a great 
story - and while we don't pay 15x or 17x EBITDA, investors in this sector 
do. We're not sure why the sell-side won't ascribe a premium multiple to the 
company. The fact that the buyside - a buyside that typically despises SPACs 
- has been purchasing shares and bidding them higher suggests there is 
strong belief that shares are worth substantially more than their current 
price, and 6) Gores, Apollo and Metropoulos have been outstanding banking 
clients to many sell-side firms... not that the sell-side would ever cover a 
portfolio company for that reason, but they might. 

It's our view that in 3 months this is a well-covered company, not lost like 
many other post-transaction SPACs, with an accepted narrative much like 
we are laying out, with a multiple at, or above, peer averages. 

1c. Hostess's challenging last 15 years 

Hostess has gone bankrupt twice in the last 12 years. In discussions with 
some other institutional investors, that memory was all they needed to hear 
for the conversation to come to an immediate end. The company was first in 
bankruptcy as Interstate Bakeries from September 2004 to November 2009. 
It emerged as Hostess Brands only to enter bankruptcy again in January 
2012. During bankruptcy, it began the liquidation process, and was out of 
the market from late 2012 to July 2013. It sold off several brands, including 
Wonder Bread to Flowers Foods (NYSE:FLO), and had its core snack food 
brands purchased in March 2013 by Apollo Global Management and food 
turnaround specialist C. Dean Metropoulos. 

As we will detail below, the issues faced by Hostess prior to its bankruptcies 
have virtually nothing to do with the changing taste of consumers, and 
everything to do with a cost structure completely out of whack with 

https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/FLO


economic reality. Exiting its first bankruptcy, Hostess' legacy cost issues 
were inadequately addressed (this was under different management and 
ownership). Exiting its second bankruptcy, Hostess has no legacy pension 
liability, far fewer factories, one-eighth the headcount, limited exposure to 
unions, and an exceptional cost structure. We believe that as investors 
recognize that this is an entirely different Hostess, removed from its bloated 
cost structure, they will be increasingly comfortable and excited about the 
story. We'd expect the sell-side to be equally enthusiastic, since it's an easy, 
and effective story to tell. 

2a. Why we're confident the SPAC is a done deal 

Per Gores Holdings' proxy and the requirements of its business combination 
proposal, of the 37,500,000 originally issued shares, no more than 
12,500,000 can be redeemed. That is, for the transaction to be approved, 
unless the parties agree to amend terms, 2/3 of the initially issued shares - 
25,000,000 have to vote affirmatively. 

As of Friday, August 12th, 25.6 million shares have traded since the 
transaction was announced, with over 25 million of those shares changing 
hands above $10 per share. 

We're not aware of any reason to pay $10.20 or $10.50 for a share, with the 
intention of redeeming it for $10. It's conceivable that some purchases have 
been done with the hope of a quick flip (i.e. buy at $10.20 and sell for 
$10.60), but we believe the preponderance of share volume has taken 
shares from renters to buyers - that is, from Day 1 SPAC investors to long-
term holders. If it's not 25 million shares in strong hands, it's very close. 

2b. Clearing Day 1 investor stock and warrant inventory, and the 
road to far higher prices 

As we explained earlier, Day 1 SPAC investors tend to be a very 
conservative group. Being day 1 provides a free lunch, with a several 
percent, or more, guaranteed return, given the ability to freely sell warrants 

http://bit.ly/2aLXRWU


and redeem for full investment price. With leverage, the returns can be even 
better. 

In the many SPACs we have tracked, in assessing the selling from existing 
shareholders, we have observed a largely indifferent counterparty that wants 
to exit its position in an orderly, but fairly rapid fashion, once a stock clears 
redemption price. We believe strategies vary from fund to fund, but in most 
cases the mandate is not to be in it for the fundamental investment, but to 
thoughtfully reduce exposure as shares move higher. Based on our 
observations, there appears to be little concern whether a security is worth 
$13 or $16. The mandate is not to take on fundamental risk or exposure. 

As a result, in most cases - in most SPAC mergers that trade above $10, we 
have seen vast stock supply, with prices that appear detached from any 
fundamental valuation analysis. In other words, there might be 100,000 
shares for sale at $10.10, and 300,000 shares for sale at $10.12 and 
500,000 shares at 10.13 and then another 250,000 shares for sale at $10.15 
(and so on). 

We have clearly observed this stair-step pattern with Gores over the past 
month. We posit that when the vast majority of day 1 GRSH SPAC investors 
have exited, shares will be owned by long-term fundamental investors. At 
that point, we expect a tighter supply of sellers, and less activity to move 
share prices. 

GRSH Price and Trading Volume Since Hostess Announcement 



 

Source: Nasdaq.com 

This premise that there are layers of inventory is, in our view, the sole 
reason that warrants are trading at a discount to the value implied by Black-
Scholes. 

Notably, there are 37.5 million shares and warrants that are freely tradable. 
While almost 26 million shares have traded, only 13.8 million warrants have 
traded. 

GRSHW Price and Trading Volume Since Hostess Announcement 



 

Source: Nasdaq.com 

On Friday, one could have bought hundreds of thousands, if not millions of 
warrants for $1.00. We believe little if any consideration is being given to 
the pricing implied by Black-Scholes, it's merely risk-averse sellers lining up 
their inventory and exiting in an orderly (if detached from fundamentals) 
fashion. We expect some might argue it's a function of implied volatility or 
other causes (we discuss this in our valuation section), but we think that's 
false. If the warrants were trading at $1.50, no one would argue they 
shouldn't be trading there because their price doesn't reflect Black Scholes. 

3a. Hostess Brands, a very strong business 

Since there is much in the public domain regarding Hostess, we are going to 
keep this section relatively short. 



 
The iconic Twinkie the Kid returns 

We recommend reading the investor deck from when the Gores deal was 
first announced and its most recent deck from August. The decks have 
overlap, but also have different information. The earlier deck provides more 
information regarding Hostess prior to its second bankruptcy versus the 
Hostess of today. 

Here is a link to the deal announcement conference call transcript (it's brief) 
and here is a link to the most recent proxy statement, which is chock full of 
useful information (but weighs in at a hefty 700+ pages). 

As we stated earlier, Hostess was essentially out of the market for over six 
months beginning late 2012 through July 2013. Despite that departure, 
Hostess relaunched to fanfare and great success. The fact is, that with iconic 
brands (over 90% brand recognition), and premium pricing, allowing more 
margin for retail, it was not a hard sell - although it appears that under new 
management, led by President and CEO Bill Toler, and the auspices of 
Executive Chairman, Dean Metropoulos, Hostess was now a leaner, more 
effective organization. 

http://bit.ly/2bgwIfE
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Within months, Hostess's market share was back above 10%. 

 

Source: August investor presentation, page 9 

Currently, Hostess's market share exceeds 15%, a significant improvement, 
but providing plenty of headroom for additional growth if the company is to 
return to former levels. 

Notably, this hasn't come via discounting or lower the company's premium 
price point. 

 



Source: August investor presentation, page 9 

In fact, Hostess is enjoying EBITDA margins and free cash flow conversion 
above most of its comps. 

 
Source: August investor presentation, page 22 

The fact is that while Hostess has been enjoying significant growth, there is 
plenty of room for more. The company believes that it can increase products 
and platforms, and add line extensions - increasing SKUs per store from 20 
to 25. It can enter food service, club, frozen retail and school. It currently 
has nothing international, so that represents a significant incremental 
opportunity as well. Finally acquisitions, such as Superior Cake Products (at 
7x EBITDA) and partnerships for entry into new categories - such as with 
M&Ms for brownies - can augment growth. The fact is that Hostess has long-

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2016/8/14/30823905-14712163855720253_origin.png


standing relationships and is an iconic brand, making it a terrific platform for 
growth. 

We mentioned at the top the long-rumored idea that Twinkies can survive a 
nuclear bomb. We're still not sure of that, but we know that historically, a 
Twinkie had a shelf-life of just 26 days, but with a new, and healthier 
formulation, it now lasts 65 days. The company has instituted significant 
logistical and manufacturing improvements, and as a public company, we 
expect Hostess to continue to work on innovation. (For more on Twinkies 
and their durability, see this analysis from the University of 
Maryland Astronomy Department) 

3b. Legacy issues are indeed in the past 

We believe the reason that Hostess went bankrupt was a cost structure that 
was completely out of whack with its economic reality. The company had 
underutilized facilities that it couldn't close due to unions. It was paying 
$100 million per year on a $2 billion underfunded pension (this includes 
Wonder Bread and other units that were sold in bankruptcy). The company 
was a picture of inefficiency and could do very little to change things. 

This slide succinctly tells the story of old Hostess versus new Hostess: 

http://bit.ly/2aUCGmG
http://bit.ly/2aUCGmG
http://bit.ly/2bgz1iy
http://bit.ly/2bgz1iy


 
Source: Gores/Hostess transaction announcement investor presentation 

If one wants to understand how a company can go from negative EBITDA 
margins and bankruptcy to 30% EBITDA margins, this gives a clear 
explanation. The downsizing of 11 bakeries to 3, and thereby lowering cost 
per case by over 15% explains a lot. The change from a direct-to-store 
distribution model to a direct-to-warehouse distribution model, with T&D 
falling from 34% of sales to 16% goes a long way further. 

The company invested over $130 million for capacity upgrades, including 
automated ovens over the past several years, with a third one coming on 
line in 2017. 

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2016/8/14/30823905-14712177746829045_origin.png


Without the albatross of legacy liabilities and a bloated cost structure, 
Hostess is now in fighting shape and positioned for strong, profitable growth 
in years ahead. 

3c. Changing eating habits, a "FATuos" concern - comparing Hostess 
and Hershey's 

In speaking with one of our investor friends, he said he's concerned that 
Hostess will be hurt by the healthier eating habits of Americans. He's also 
concerned about limitations on sugar - we can't see the sugar lobby, Coca-
Cola (NYSE:KO), or most Americans supporting that. 

The data on snacking doesn't bear out the concern regarding healthier 
eating. Yes, organics and foods perceived as healthier snacks are growing 
faster than unhealthy snacks, but they're both growing. 

We suggested a Hershey's/Hostess pair trade - we are not participants in 
this trade. After all, if Hostess has to worry about a change in the American 
diet, then so does Hershey's - and notwithstanding the bid from Mondelez, it 
trades at an 8x EBITDA premium. Both are iconic brands. Hostess is growing 
faster and has higher EBITDA margins. 

Our friend suggested Hershey's dividend might explain the multiple 
disparities. We really don't think a 2.22% dividend explains an 8-EBITDA 
turn differential. 

Finally, our friend suggested that fat is becoming more acceptable and sugar 
is on the outs, putting twinkies at a disadvantage. 

So we decided to pit a Twinkie and a Hershey bar in 1-on-1 competition: 

http://bit.ly/2aSHkvO
https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/KO


 

Source: Caloriekings.com 

The winner: Twinkies in a blowout. Twinkies taste great and are less filling. 

The bottom line is that changing diets are always a risk, although this is an 
almost 100-year-old product. We believe there are far better shorts than 
Hostess, and certainly some interesting higher-multiple companies to short 
in a pair trade. We simply don't see dietary changes occurring overnight in a 
manner that would impair Hostess's strong momentum. 

http://bit.ly/2bgtuaK


4. GRSH/Hostess sponsorship team 

If we were going to put a dream team together for a SPAC merger, this is 
probably about as good as it gets - a view apparently shared based on how 
the SPAC has traded post merger announcement. 

Importantly (and unique in our experience) the conversations, mutual due 
diligence, strategizing, and negotiations between Gores and 
Apollo/Metropoulos lasted from October 1, 2015, until the deal 
announcement July 5th, 2016 - over 9 months. We have seen many rushed 
deals to get something done before the closing of a SPAC. We've also seen 
mergers done at a more relaxed pace. This is the most extensive process 
that we've observed. Given the resources all parties bring to bear, we have 
little doubt that the diligence process was thorough and all involved parties 
think they'll do well by it - they all have a 6-month lock-up as well. 

Each of the parties involved has successes with consumer facing brands, 
with notable success specifically in the food and beverage space for 
Metropoulos. 



 
Source: August investor presentation, page 3 

Metropoulos has executed dozens of successful turnarounds (or 
"reimaginings") of food and beverage companies. For example, he purchased 
Pabst in May 2010 for $250 million, and sold it for $700 million in November 
2014. The track record of Apollo, Gores, and Metropoulos has been widely 
reported upon and each of the principals is a billionaire. 

In our view, the background of the sponsors, and the details of the 
transaction lessen the moral hazard that is typical of SPAC transactions. In a 
SPAC, if a transaction is not completed, the sponsor is out several million 
dollars - in this case probably $5-10 million - while they stand to receive a 
substantial promote (worth multiples of their risk capital) if a deal is 
consummated. In this case, Gores has committed to invest up to $163 
million for 17.76 million shares in a $350 million private placement ($9.18 
per share) to ensure there is adequate capital for the cash payment to 
sellers. While it might seem that Gores is getting a discount, there are no 

https://static.seekingalpha.com/uploads/2016/8/14/30823905-147121985565519_origin.png


warrants associated with these shares, so we don't view the private 
placement holders as particularly advantaged versus day 1 investors. If 
Gores didn't feel comfortable with the prospects of this transaction, he could 
quickly destroy the potential gains from the promotion from his losses from 
his private placement investment. We also note that Dean Metropoulos, is 
rolling $50 million into the private placement as well. 

These are savvy, shrewd, successful investors. We don't think they are the 
type to throw good money after bad. They've had a lot of time to get to 
know one another. We think this is a team with a plan, a great platform with 
a team that knows how to make bolt-on acquisitions and execute. We think 
this could be a much bigger company in years to come. 

5. Valuation and opportunity 

Regarding valuation, we're not going to reinvent the wheel. At this point, we 
have no proprietary information or view that causes us to deviate from 
management guidance. We note, that since the transaction was announced, 
the company has formally released 2Q, and it was consistent with 
expectations, and full-year guidance was reaffirmed. 

Hostess's estimated P&L for 2016 and 2017 

 
Source: Proxy p161 

The company also provided 5-year EBITDA and cash flow projections 
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Source: Proxy p163 

We believe the majority of free cash flow in 2H16 and 2017 will be used to 
repay the company's Second Lien Term Loan which bears interest at LIBOR 
+750bps (with a 100bps floor - it has been paying 8.50%). The company 
will also use $173 million from this transaction to reduce debt. In addition, 
the company has $925 million First Lien Term Loan at LIBOR +350bps (with 
a 100bps floor - it has been paying 4.50%). By our estimates, the 
company's net debt/EBITDA should drop from 4.5x to 3.6x-3.7x by year-end 
2017, assuming no transactions. 

The summary of the transaction terms 
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Source: August investor presentation, page 20 

We note that there are also 56.5 million half-warrants outstanding 
comprised of 37.5 million freely tradable warrants, and 19 million private 
placement warrants owned by the sponsor. The warrants all have the same 
terms, which is 2 warrants are required to purchase a share of stock, with a 
strike price of $11.50. There is a 5-year term and the public warrants can 
have forced conversion if the stock trades above $24 for 20 out of 30 trading 
days (private placement warrants are not subject to this rule). 

Based on the projected share count and the warrants, coupled with the 
EBITDA projections, we arrive at the following multiples using the treasury 
method to account for the dilutive impact of the warrants. 
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Source: Company projections, Dane Capital Management LLC 

The area shadowed in the box represents our view of a range of fair values. 

Based on a range of implied volatilities, from 40% to 60%, a 2% risk-free 
rate, 5.15 years until expiration, a current share price of $10.80, and an 
$11.50 strike price, we arrive at the following values per half warrant. 

 

Source: Dane Capital Management LLC estimates 

We believe that warrants represent a compelling opportunity at current 
prices. 

6. Risks 

There are many risks associated with this investment. 

• If interest rates rise, the pace of M&A in the sector may decline, which could 
cause a decline in industry multiples. 

• The strong momentum that Hostess has enjoyed since emerging from 
bankruptcy may prove unsustainable. 

• Hostess may be unable to leverage its strong brand name and reputation to 
maintain its high price point. 
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• Hostess may pursue acquisitions that fail to generate the profitability or 
synergies that were anticipated. 

• Insiders will have voting control of the company and may not act in the best 
interest of the company. Given their extensive track record, we don't 
anticipate this being the case. 

• The company will have 4.5x Net Debt-to-EBITDA upon completion of the 
transaction. Should the company experience a significant deterioration in its 
business, the debt load could prove burdensome. We expect the company to 
focus on debt reduction in coming quarters. 

• While we believe it's a virtual certainty that the transaction will be completed 
with all financing in place, it's conceivable that some world event could 
cause a failure to receive necessary votes in late September/early 
September, although the vote could be adjourned, if necessary, to a later 
date. 

Conclusion 

It's not common that an iconic brand comes public through untraditional 
means. Burger King, for example, came public via SPAC and has been 
successful. In this case we have a brand with a lengthy history with 
tremendous consumer awareness. It is rid of legacy costs and has a 
management and ownership which is aligned (and locked up for 6 months), 
capable, and has an exceptional track record. 

If the stock were trading at 13x or 15x EBITDA instead of 11x, we'd be 
surprised if anyone made an aggressive short call (or any short call on it for 
that matter). We believe that when the deal closes, the dust settles, and 
coverage ensures, we have shares that trade between $14 and $20, and 
warrants with 150-400% upside. 

We believe this is a tasty treat for investors, and warrants provide a sample 
at a significant discount. 



Disclaimer: This article was provided for informational purposes only. 
Nothing contained herein should be construed as an offer, solicitation, or 
recommendation to buy or sell any investment or security, or to provide you 
with an investment strategy, mentioned herein. Nor is this intended to be 
relied upon as the basis for making any purchase, sale or investment 
decision regarding any security. Rather, this merely expresses Dane's 
opinion, which is based on information obtained from sources believed to be 
accurate and reliable and has included references where practical and 
available. However, such information is presented "as is," without warrant of 
any kind, whether express or implied. Dane makes no representation as to 
the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such information or with 
regard to the results to be obtained from its use should anything be taken as 
a recommendation for any security, portfolio of securities, or an investment 
strategy that may be suitable for you. 

Dane Capital Management, LLC (including its members, partners, affiliates, 
employees, and/or consultants) (collectively, "Dane") along with its clients 
and/or investors may transact in the securities covered herein and may be 
long, short, or neutral at any time hereafter regardless of the initial 
recommendation. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without 
notice, and Dane does not undertake to update or supplement this report or 
any of the information contained herein. Dane is not a broker/dealer or 
investment advisor registered with the SEC, Financial Industry Regulatory 
Authority, Inc. ("FINRA") or with any state securities regulatory authority. 
Before making any investment decision, you should conduct thorough 
personal research and due diligence, including, but not limited to, the 
suitability of any transaction to your risk tolerance and investment 
objectives and you should consult your own tax, financial and legal experts 
as warranted. 
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